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We report studies of the formation of aluminum structures, with nanometer length scales, in ultrathin
layers deposited on glass and analyzed using atomic force microscopy. Surface roughness, lateral
cutoff length, and surface scaling exponent are all found to vary systematically with Al thickness.
The initial nanocrystal formation is described by stress-energy minimization. We interpret the
observed scaling behavior based on the kinetic theory of roughening. For very thin layers
��50 nm� the roughness is consistent with a �4h growth factor, where h is surface height. For thick
layers ��50 nm� the �2��h�2 conserved mechanism is dominant. Substrate stress is not found to
influence the scaling exponent through the kinetic theory. © 2006 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2365388�

I. INTRODUCTION

Metallic thin films have broad technological relevance
with applications in memory, microelectronics, and photon-
ics. Deposition of thin metal films by physical vapor deposi-
tion results in the formation of self-assembled nanostruc-
tures. These structures can form upon postdeposition
annealing,1 in situ at elevated substrate temperature,2 or at
room temperature.3,4 Depending on interaction forces inter-
nal to the thin-film and with the substrate, and surface diffu-
sion across substrate and forming facets, the structures may
manifest as islands or by the subtle formation of roughened
surfaces. Chemical interactions between the layer and sub-
strate may also be important, as in the case of silicides.

A wide variety of surfaces and interfaces exhibit rough-
ness associated with scaling. However, there remains an un-
answered question whether similar surface morphologies,
obtained under different physical conditions, possess a com-
mon basis. Roughness can be generated by factors such as
noise, geometrical shadowing, the Ehrlich-Schwoebel bar-
rier, and stress originating at the layer/substrate interface.
Recent studies on the formation of nanodots on substrates
have generated interest in the physics of self-assembly and
provide an interesting venue for studying surface
roughening.5,6 Atomic force microscopy �AFM� allows us to
study surfaces with �0.1 nm height and �10 nm lateral
resolution. Important aspects of the physical processes im-
portant to nanodot formation include the surface energy of
the substrate material, the surface and bulk energies of the
structure itself, and the interaction between the substrate and
forming material.7–10 In numerous situations, heterogeneous
interfaces may result in stress due to mismatches at the in-
terface, an effect known to influence the deposited layer
morphology.11

Surfaces are characterized by root-mean-square �rms�
roughness or interface width w defined as

w2 = ��h�r� − �h�r���2� , �1�

where h�r� is surface height at position r= �x ,y� and �¯�
denotes spatial average. Layers formed under nonequilibrium

conditions are expected to develop self-affine surfaces, with
interface widths which depend on time t and length scale L
sampled according to the Family-Vicsek function,12

w�L,t� = L���t/L�/�� , �2�

where w�L��L� for t /L�/�→� and w� t� for t /L�/�→0. Pa-
rameter � is the roughness exponent and � is the growth
exponent. Self-affine surfaces are also characterized by an
upper limit to scaling or cutoff length � above which w no
longer scales as L�. The correlation length also increases
with time according to t�/�, where the ratio � /� is referred to
as the dynamic scaling exponent.

Theoretical treatments of nonequilibrium film growth
rely on kinetic roughening to describe the scaling behavior.
The evolution of the growing surface h�r , t� is described by

�h

�t
= F�h� + 	 + 
 , �3�

where the functional F�h� is composed of terms which obey
scaling relations. These include the Mullins term �4h, which
stems from the curvature dependence of the chemical poten-
tial, the conserved Kardar-Parisi-Zhang �CKPZ� term
�2��h�2, which originates from the slope dependent surface
growth, and a �2h factor, which describes the presence of
Ehrlich-Schwoebel barriers at crystal facet edges. 	 is the
deposition flux and 
�r , t� accounts for random �noise� pro-
cesses related to deposition.

In this paper, we study ultrathin aluminum layers depos-
ited at room temperature to examine the noncrystallographic
influence of an amorphous substrate on the formation of
nanometer-scale features. While substantially more is known
about stress developed in crystalline layers produced on
crystalline substrates, particularly when grown at elevated
temperatures, few papers report deposition of amorphous
layers on crystalline substrates13 or crystals formed on an
amorphous substrate.14 In the ultrathin Al layer regime,
where interface stress plays an important role in the film
morphology, we observe a roughness exponent ��1. This is
predicted by kinetic theory,15 although there are few obser-
vations of roughness exponents near to and greater than
unity.3,16,17a�Electronic mail: mark.holtz@ttu.edu
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Aluminum layers were deposited on commercial glass
wafers �w�1 nm� using electron beam evaporation under
high vacuum �base pressure of �10−8 torr�. Deposition pres-
sure ranges from 10−7 to 10−6 torr. Thickness was varied
from 2 to 350 nm. Substrate temperature remained below
100 °C, and no postdeposition anneal was carried out.

Surface properties are investigated using AFM. We de-

fine the layer-substrate interface as h=0 and average height h̄
is the nominal layer thickness. The surface-roughness spec-
trum or power spectral density �S� used to examine scaling.6

S�k� =
1

L2�	 �h�r� − h̄�e2�ik·rdr�2

, �4�

where the spatial frequency k is kr̂ for surfaces which are
isotropic in �x ,y�, as presented here. The valid spatial fre-
quency range is determined by the AFM scan length �Lscan

=1 �m� and AFM tip radius �Rtip�10 nm�, such that
5 /Lscank1/Rtip. Commercial tips �conical� are used with
two different AFM instruments. The tip dimensions are
�10 nm estimated using scanning electron microscope im-
ages. Checks of tip sharpness are performed routinely, and
tips are rejected when evidence of wear is observed. The
images shown in Fig. 1 were taken in contact mode with
256�256 pixel resolution. The pixel dimension of �4 nm is
smaller than the tip radius, so that the latter is relevant in
determining the valid range of k in Eq. �4�. Function S�k� can
then be used to extract scaling behavior according to S�k�
�k−�, where � is related to the height correlation function
exponent through �= ��−d� /2 with d the dimensionality.

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows images of Al films with varying thick-
ness obtained using AFM. Very thin layers exhibit a fine-
grained structure with small lateral size. The grain size grows
with layer thickness up to 40 nm. Gradient analysis18 shows
the surface normal for these thin layers to have a broad dis-
tribution, indicating locally sloped surfaces. In-plane gradi-
ent analysis shows no angular correlation of the nanocrystals
expressing the lack of faceting or in-plane alignment. The

h̄�100 nm layers exhibit larger polycrystals, as seen in Fig.
1�b�, which are highly oriented. Between 40 and 100 nm we
observe the fine-grained morphology mixed with larger, but
poorly formed, polycrystals as shown in Fig. 1�d�.

In Fig. 2 we show S�k� for several layers. Below the
cutoff frequency kc in each panel we observe a weak depen-
dence on k, consistent with a lack of scaling over the length
regime L��=1/kc. The cutoff length � is generally associ-
ated with the average feature size seen in the image. For
spatial frequencies above kc, S�k� exhibits the rapid drop
characteristic of scaling. Least-squares linear fits to the two
ranges allow us to determine kc and �, and subsequently the
exponent � in the high-frequency scaling range.

In Fig. 3 we summarize the dependence of w, �, and �
on deposited Al thickness. The roughness and cutoff length

values rise rapidly up to h̄�100 nm, above which they satu-
rate at 6 and 200 nm, respectively, describing statistically

smooth surfaces. Below h̄�5 nm the layers are composed of
discontinuous island structures, and our measurements con-
stitute a superposition of substrate ���0� and nanodot char-
acteristics. Above 5 nm the results are divided into two types
of behavior. The thinnest films studied show small features,
growing roughness, and changing scaling exponent. The
scaling exponent rises rapidly for ultrathin layers and reaches

�=1.42±0.15 for h̄ between 5 and 20 nm, before returning

FIG. 1. AFM images of Al layers with average thickness/full vertical gray
scale: �a� 6 nm/4.0 nm, �b� 10 nm/9.0 nm, �c� 17 nm/9.5 nm, and �d�
40 nm/9.5 nm. The images are 1�1 �m2.

FIG. 2. Example power spectra for surface measurements in Fig. 1.
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to ��1 above 50 nm. For h̄�100 nm we obtain �

=0.46±0.05. For h̄�100 nm we find �=0.27±0.10. Above

h̄�100 nm the films exhibit a steady dependence in the
quantities w, �, and �.

IV. DISCUSSION

Observation of a scaling exponent ��1 has been re-
ported in only a few cases.3,16,17 One possible factor influ-
encing the scaling exponent is the interface interaction be-
tween the substrate and the Al layer. Good adhesion of the Al
to the glass originates from the Si–O–Al initial bonding, and
interface strain will induce stress on the Al. The interaction
between is known to induce the formation of nanocrystals
through mismatches in the surface energy densities. Accord-
ing to Refs. 7 and 19, the optimal lateral size

x0 = e�z exp��/cz� �5�

is obtained upon minimizing the nanodot energy taking into
account its bulk stress energy ��b�, surface energy of the top
and sidewalls ��t and �s, respectively�, the substrate surface
��sub�, and the island-substrate interface energy ��i�. Island
height is denoted as z and the other terms in Eq. �5� are �
=e−3/2 cot �, �=�s csc �− ��t+�i+�sub�cot �, and c=�b

2�1
−�� /2��. Here, � is the contact angle between the island
sidewall and the substrate, � is the Poisson ratio of Al, and �
is the shear modulus �Table I�. For very thin Al deposition,
the contact angle is �15° from the AFM measurements. In
Fig. 3�b� we show this calculation to be in good agreement

with the cutoff length results up to thickness of 100 nm and

using z= h̄ in Eq. �5�, which is reasonable for very thin lay-
ers. The value used for �b is calculated using a 0.3% mis-
match strain of the Al, obtained from �111� and �200� x-ray
diffractions, and the elastic modulus. Strain arises from the
interface formed with the substrate, and is subsequently
present in the nanodots. The calculated dependence agrees
with the experimental cutoff lengths for strains from 0.3% to
10%. Thus, any strain within this range will result in Al
nanodots forming with size dependence similar to that shown
in Fig. 3�b�. Above 100 nm, the island shapes change and do
not follow the calculated dependence. Further, the top of the
islands are parallel to the substrate and the sidewalls make
angles ranging from 27° to 35° with the substrate plane.
Wulff construction suggests that the island surfaces are com-
posed of equilibrium �110� and �111� Al facets, consistent
with the absence of a strong interface influence for films in
the �100 nm thickness regime. X-ray diffraction confirms
predominantly �111� oriented Al.

We now turn our attention to the kinetic theory of rough-
ening applied to scaling exponents observed in thin layers
�Fig. 3�c��. The growing surface is described in general by
Eq. �3� with

F�h� = �1�
4h + �2�

2��h�2 + �3�
2h

+ �4�
2����h�2 − �0

2� , �6�

where the last term addresses the effect of stress through the
interface energy.20 Also accounted for in Eq. �4� are the �4h
Mullins term, to address dependence of the surface diffusion
on local curvature, the CKPZ factor �not addressed in Ref.
20�, and the Ehrlich-Schwoebel �2h term. The importance of
these effects will depend on the geometrical factor as well as
the �i coefficients. The Ehrlich-Schwoebel factor, for ex-
ample, is weak in the case of Al �Ref. 21� and we may thus
set �3=0. The remaining coefficients are �1=−D� and �4

=2D�2 /E, where D=Ds�
2� /kBT, with � the Al atomic vol-

ume and � the atomic surface density, Ds the surface diffu-
sion coefficient, and E the Al bulk modulus. The surface
energy � is taken to be �t and � is the average stress in the
film. Values are included in Table I. For the stress obtained
from our measurements, we find that �4��1. We therefore
do not expect the stress term in Eq. �6� to play a significant
role in the scaling observed here. In the current context, the
interface stress influences the formation of nanodots, as de-
scribed above, and consequently contributes to the �4h com-
ponent.

FIG. 3. �a� Surface roughness, �b� lateral cutoff length, and �c� scaling
exponent vs aluminum layer thickness.

TABLE I. Relevant physical quantities of nickel and glass.

Quantity Value Reference

�s, �t 0.81–1.05 J /m2 24
�i −1.28 J /m2 24

�sub 1.6 J /m2 25
Ds 2.5�10−6 m2/s 26
� 26 GPa 27
M 76 GPa 27
� 0.16 27

Lattice constant 4.03 Å This work
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This analysis leaves us with the Mullins and CKPZ fac-
tors in Eq. �6�. To obtain the scaling exponents we apply the
standard transformations x→bx, h→b�h, and t→b�/�t to
Eq. �3�, with the remaining terms of F�h� from Eq. �6�, and
demand that �h /�t be independent of b. For uncorrelated
noise we use �
�r , t��=0 and �
�r1 , t1�
�r2 , t2�����r1

−r2���t1− t2�. The incorporation of several terms in F�h�
leads to an overdetermined situation for �, �, and ratio � /�,
which is generally resolved by examining the relative impor-
tance of each factor. When the Mullins term dominates over
CKPZ, we obtain �=3/2 and �=3/8. These are in good
agreement with what we observe in the ultrathin regime, sup-
porting the notion that the Mullins term dominates the sur-
face properties for extremely thin Al films.

Even at modest temperatures surface self-diffusivity of
Al is high.22 Diffusion of edge atoms at monolayer steps is
accelerated by an exchange process.23 This argues that diffu-
sional processes in room-temperature deposition of Al may
not be ignored in examining the scaling properties, as noted
in sputter deposition experiments.17 Although our AFM mea-
surements do not address the surface properties at the atomic
scale, the island formation reported here will be affected by
the edge-growth process. This may explain our observation
in Fig. 3�b� that the lateral correlation length grows faster

than the average layer thickness for h̄�200 nm. Further-
more, edge incorporation of Al atoms is consistent with self-
affine growth, as observed here. Lai and Das Sarma discuss
situations in which ��1 may occur.15 They suggest that this
may be an unavoidable aspect of atomistic solid-on-solid
growth at low temperatures, and relate the high roughness
exponent to the formation of vacancies and overhangs. Stress
due to the substrate is likely to play a role in these properties,
although we expect it to be small.

It has not been established why dominance may switch
from one term in the scaling functional to another during
growth. In the present case, when island growth approaches
equilibrium the highly sloped sidewalls appear to dominate
the surface formation through the term �2�

2��h�2 in Eq. �6�.
From the scaling analysis of Eqs. �3� and �6� we obtain �
=1 and �=1/3. These roughness and growth scaling expo-
nents are in good agreement with what we observe for
thicker Al layers. This supports our interpretation that the
CKPZ mechanism is appropriate in describing the scaling of
thick Al layers deposited at room temperature.

We examine the effect of stress for two cases. In the first
case, coverage is uniform. Stress will be independent of
thickness up to a critical relaxation thickness beyond which
stress will relax via formation of dense dislocations. Below
the relaxation thickness, coverage is smooth for this type of
growth and the last term in Eq. �6� is negligible. Above the
relaxation thickness, the effect of stress is trivial in the scal-
ing properties. The second case is island formation, for
which the stress within the islands is expected to show an
exponential decay with distance from the film-substrate in-
terface �0 exp�−h /��. When h is less than characteristic de-
cay length �, the factor ����h�2−�0

2� in Eq. �6� approaches
�2h /���0

2. For situations in which this factor dominates over
the other terms in F�h�, the scaling exponents are �=1/2 and

�=1/4. Such exponents may be relevant in cases where
stress dominates, such as semiconductor nanodots formed
heterogeneously on semiconductor substrates.

V. SUMMARY

Ultrathin Al layers are found to have a fine nanodot
structure exhibiting lateral growth and increasing roughening
with thickness. Both quantities saturate above 100 nm thick-
ness. Additionally, the surface scaling exponent of the inter-
face width rises rapidly and exceeds unity over a narrow
thickness range, suggesting strong variations in the scaling
properties not previously reported. The nanodot formation
effects observed for thin layers are attributed to the presence
of stress at the Al-substrate interface. Feature sizes are con-
sistent with what is expected when the substrate induces
nucleation of nanodots, although stress does not dominate
the scaling exponent. Application of the kinetic theory of
roughening adequately explains the high ���3/2� exponent
when the �4h Mullins term dominates. For thicker films the
scaling exponent approaches �=1, as expected for rough sur-
faces when ignoring interface effects. The surface equilib-
rium shapes obtained for the thick layers are consistent with
faceted Al islands.
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